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State of Arkansas1

82nd General Assembly A Bill2

Regular Session, 1999 HOUSE BILL   22083

4

By:  Representative Luker5

6

7

For An Act To Be Entitled8

"AN ACT TO AMEND ARKANSAS CODE 12-12-214 TO PERMIT THE9

ARKANSAS CRIME INFORMATION CENTER TO COLLECT SYSTEM10

ENHANCEMENT FEES; TO DECLARE AN EMERGENCY; AND FOR11

OTHER PURPOSES."12

13

Subtitle14

"TO AMEND ARKANSAS CODE 12-12-214 TO15

PERMIT THE ARKANSAS CRIME INFORMATION16

CENTER TO COLLECT SYSTEM ENHANCEMENT17

FEES."18

19

20

BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF ARKANSAS:21

22

SECTION 1.  Arkansas Code 12-12-214 is amended to read as follows:23

“12-12-214.  Fees from localities – disposition.24

(a)  The Arkansas Crime Information Center is authorized to charge fees25

to localother governmental units in order to reimburse the Arkansas Crime26

Information Center for expenditures made on behalf of the localother27

governmental units.  Such fees shall be categorized as either service fees or28

system enhancement fees; provided however, that specified portions of a single29

fee may be divided between such categories.30

(b)  The service fees are to be deposited into the Crime Information31

System Fund in the State Treasury as a refund to expenditures.32

(c)  System enhancement fees shall be restricted in their use, and33

dedicated solely to financing the acquisition, installation, enhancement and34

maintenance of equipment required for the center’s operation, including any35

additions, extensions and improvements thereto.  The Arkansas Crime36
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Information Center may pledge and use system enhancement fees for the1

repayment of obligations of the Center to the Arkansas Development Finance2

Authority or other appropriate financing entity.”3

4

SECTION 2.  All provisions of this act of a general and permanent nature5

are amendatory to the Arkansas Code of 1987 Annotated and the Arkansas Code6

Revision Commission shall incorporate the same in the Code.7

8

SECTION 3.  If any provision of this act or the application thereof to9

any person or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect10

other provisions or applications of the act which can be given effect without11

the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this12

act are declared to be severable.13

14

SECTION 4.  All laws and parts of laws in conflict with this act are15

hereby repealed.16

17

SECTION 5.  EMERGENCY CLAUSE.  It is hereby found and determined by the18

Eighty-second General Assembly that due to critical changes being made by the19

Federal Bureau of Investigation in the National Crime Information System, and20

because those changes will have a major impact on law enforcement agencies in21

Arkansas, and to prepare for those changes, the Arkansas Crime Information22

Center is required to implement new equipment and systems by July 1, 1999. 23

The Arkansas Crime Information Center must immediately revise its24

reimbursement procedures in order to finance the required changes.  Therefore,25

an emergency is declared to exist and this act being immediately necessary for26

the preservation of the public peace, health and safety shall become effective27

on the date of its approval by the Governor.  If the bill is neither approved28

nor vetoed by the Governor, it shall become effective on the expiration of the29

period of time during which the Governor may veto the bill.  If the bill is30

vetoed by the Governor and the veto is overridden, it shall become effective31

on the date the last house overrides the veto.32

33
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